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good evening everybody. it’s a great
pleasure to be in cardiﬀ. our younger
grandchild was born here, so at some
stage he is going to have to decide
whether to play for Wales or for england.

as patrick has indicated, my talk draws on
my work with peter diamond, including
some of the thinking that has come out of
our advice to the government of china and
our involvement in chile. i want to start
with some background matters and then
talk about what we can learn from
economic theory. theory for pensions is
quite complicated, but you can get an long
way with relatively simple theory. i then
want to talk about some lessons from
international experience but also to make
sure that i have time to talk about pensions in Britain -- what we are getting right
and where we are making a mess of
things. sadly, we are making a mess of
some things.

Background

oBJectiVes. the primary objective of
pensions is economic security in old age.
that breaks down into diﬀerent aspects.
consumption smoothing is redistribution
from yourself in your younger years to
yourself when you are older, so inherently
a long run objective. insurance against low
income in old age includes annuities, but
in diﬀerent pension systems may also
include insurance against low earnings
during working life; the third element is
poverty relief.
soMe initial surprises. there is
something i call pub economics. pub
economics is something that is obviously
right and everyone knows is right... but is
wrong. We all know that the pensions
crisis is caused by the baby boom – wrong!
pension systems face three long run
trends: people are living longer, people are
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having fewer babies; and until recently
there was a trend to people retiring
earlier. those are much more important
than two more recent phenomena: the
baby boom, and the increase in the scale
of pension systems since World War ii.
even if there hadn’t been a baby boom,
because of these long term trends there
would be a problem paying for pensions.
sparing you the details, the diagram
shows projected age pyramids for 2050 for
china at the top, india and the united
states. until recently china had a one
child policy; the us had a baby boom;
india had neither. three very diﬀerent
demographics, but if you look at these
pictures, what do they tell you? the
pyramids are all the same: they all say that
there is considerably population ageing
and it’s the long run drivers, not the baby
boom that are the cause.

the second surprise is it’s not a crisis.
When i talk to my students i always tell
them that we all play by the same rules:
you my students have as much right as i
do to express a personal view, but you like
me will be hung out to dry and publicly
ritually humiliated for faulty logic. there is
one exception: if you use the term ‘the
ageing problem’ in your exam, you will fail.
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it is an ideologically unsound concept.
there isn’t an ageing problem. people are
living longer, healthy lives – one of the
great triumphs of the 20th century. the
problem is not that people living too long,
it’s that they are retiring too soon. so we
don’t have an ageing problem, we have a
retiring-too-soon problem.

Lessons from economic theory
The simple model is not enough

the previous discussion was by way of
clearing out some undergrowth. i want to
come on to what we can learn from
economic theory. the key initial point is
that the simple economic model is not
enough. that model assumes that we are
all well informed and behave rationally.
that simple model, economics 101, is
useful as a benchmark in that it
establishes the bullseye – what we are
trying to achieve – but it’s a bad basis for
policy design.
What is needed is what economists call
second best analysis. the ﬁrst deviation
from the simple model is imperfect
information. this is addressed by the
economics of information, for which the
nobel prize was awarded in 2001.
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a second deviation from the simple model
is the frequent failure of the assumption
that people behave rationally. they don’t.
non-rational behaviour is addressed by
behavioural economics, for which the
nobel prize was awarded in 2002.
incomplete markets and incomplete
contracts, a third deviation, were cited in
the 2010 nobel prize.

finally there is distortionary taxation. if a
pension system has poverty relief it
redistributes from richer to poorer people.
that is distortionary, a problem addressed
by the literature on optimal taxation for
which the nobel prize was awarded in
1996.
Why am i banging on about these nobel
prizes? to make the point that what i am
going to be talking about is not some
weird peculiar, idiosyncratic nick Barr view
of the world, but rooted in really serious,
heavy, top-rate theory.
Imperfect information and non-rational
behaviour are pervasive

tHe econoMics of inforMation. in
pensions, as in many areas of social policy,
the model of the well informed consumer
does not hold. as an example, a survey of

americans found that 50% did not know
the diﬀerence between a stock and a
bond. now if you are not clear about a
distinction as basic as that, the idea that
people can make sensible choices about
old age security is a nonsense.

a second information failure is that most
people don’t understand that they need to
shift from equities to bonds as they
approach retirement if they want to use
their pension accumulation to buy an
annuity.
third, few people realise the signiﬁcance
of administrative charges. the statistic i
use is this. i always refuse to give people
pension’s advice with one exception: i say,
look at your administrative charges; if your
fund charges you 1% of your accumulation
per year to look after your pension fund,
then over a full career your accumulation
is 20% smaller because of that 1% charge
than it would otherwise be. at a
conference in south africa, the conference
pack had advertisements from various
south african ﬁnancial outfits. one of
them said that they were one of the
cheapest pension providers in south
africa, charging only 1.8% a year. now
that implies that well over a third of
savings go in administrative charges!
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non-rational BeHaViour. there are
important lessons from behavioural economics. conventional theory predicts that
we will save: the youngsters among you
will save voluntarily, and the older people
will voluntarily buy the optimal amount of
annuity when you retire. Ho ho ho! that
may be true of people associated with the
cardiﬀ university Business school, but it
ain’t the way people behave in practice.

a failure to realise that is a serious
information problem.

or look at ﬁnancial literacy. i knew it was
bad but until i heard olivia Mitchell
presenting this material i didn’t know how
bad. she conducted an international
survey, done to be comparable across
countries, which asked people three
questions. i am just going to pose the ﬁrst
one. you have £100 in a bank account; it
pays 2% interest a year; how much would
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you have in the account after ﬁve years?
£102? less than £102. More than £102?
the other two questions were of the same
level of diﬃculty. in the united states
about 35% of respondents got all three
answers right, in perfectly sensible
well-run countries like sweden, Japan and
new Zealand it was about a quarter, and
in russia it was 2%. What that says is that
ﬁnancial literacy is worse than we could
ever have imagined.
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• Bounded rationality arises where the
problem is too complicated for people
to know what they ought to do. it
manifests itself in problems like
procrastination (people delay making
decisions), inertia (they stay where they
are put), or immobilisation (they are
frozen like rabbits in a car headlight and
do nothing).
• Bounded willpower arises where people
know very well what they ought to do,
but do not do it, for example, they don’t
save or don’t save enough.
evidence shows that people have a high
discount rate in the short run, much lower
in the long run. there is a famous
experiment: as you came in today you
signed up for your snack for next week’s
lecture: two thirds of you chose fruit salad
because that’s the healthy option, and a

third of you chose chocolate; but as you
came past the table to pick up today’s
snack, two thirds of you chose chocolate.
that says that we are all rational for the
future -- rational long run economic man
and woman -- but not for the present.
the trouble is that when the future arrives
it becomes the present so the short term
wins. you have got ‘time inconsistency’.

there have been studies: sort of
‘economic theory meets hard
neuroscience’. they asked people
questions when under a cat scanner. as
you probably know our brain has diﬀerent
parts: the mesolimbic is the old part of the
brain, the animal part, the me, me, me,
now, now, now - eat now this may be the
last meal i get. the pre-frontal cortex is a
much newer part of the brain, it is patient
and rational. experiments under the
scanner show that short-term decisions
are made by the mesolimbic system and
longer term by the pre-frontal cortex. and
we have only to introspect to see that life
is a constant ﬁght between the two parts:
we know we need to lose a bit of weight,
we know we need to go on a diet, but
today’s a bad day, there is a lecture and
there is a dinner afterwards, and i will
start dieting tomorrow. We know we
should quit smoking, but it’s coming into
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exam season, stressful for students, and it
is not a good time to give up! so those
sorts of results call into question the
simple model of long-term rationality.

iMplications for policy. What do these
information problems and non-rational
behaviour tell us about how to design
pensions sensibly?
the ﬁrst lesson is that limiting people’s
choice can be part of good policy design.
in the face of bounded rationality, giving
people more choice can reduce their
welfare. a second problem with choice is
that it is costly: one of the reasons for
high administrative costs is that choice is
expensive to administer. thus it is
desirable to constrain people’s choice of
pension provider. it is also desirable to
constrain their choice about how much to
save; if you leave it to individual choice,
bounded rationality means that many
people won’t know how much they need
to save to achieve a given standard of
living in old age, and bounded will power
means that, even if they are told, they
won’t necessarily save enough. so a
savings mandate is desirable.
the second lesson is that it is mistaken to
overestimate what ﬁnancial education is
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capable of achieving. financial education
is enormously important and should be
part of the national curriculum, but there
are limits to what can realistically be
expected. financial education doesn’t
make us well-informed choosers of
ﬁnancial products- i will give you an
example in a minute.

lesson three: choice and competition is
the wrong model for pensions. pensions
are complex, and choosing from
competing private pension providers
creates information and behavioural
problems and high administrative costs.
that is not a condescending remark from
an elderly professor of economics; the
problem is very real. in the private part of
the pension system in sweden workers
have to choose a pension fund from nearly
800 funds. i was asked to write a report
for the government of sweden on their
pension system. the night before i
presented the report, i was having dinner
in stockholm with two old friends, the
person who, in essence, ran their pension
system and one of the people who had
been intimately involved with creating it. i
said to them, ‘if i were a swedish worker i
wouldn’t have a clue about which fund to
choose, i would be in the default fund’.
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and my friends looked at me, and they
laughed, and they said ‘we’re in the
default fund’. so the real experts realise
that they can’t choose well, or maybe they
can choose well but they prefer to do
better things with their life. as an analogy,
none of us is allowed to go into Boots to
buy any pharmaceutical drugs we like, the
reason being we don’t know enough to be
able to choose well. in my view, choice
and competition is the wrong model for
pensions: it uses a ﬁrst-best model in

second-best circumstances. i am not
attacking pension funds, but criticising the
model.
lesson four: incentives matter. Work by
Jonathan gruber and david Wise shows
that if you give people dumb incentives
about retirement they will do dumb
things. i am not saying that incentives
don’t matter, but that one should not
exaggerate how rational people’s
responses will be. My example is 401(k)
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plans in the united states. Many
employers make matching contributions,
workers put in money, get the employer
match, and from age 59½ can make
penalty free withdrawals. so i am 59 and
anything i put into my employer’s fund
will get an employer match, so i put the
money in which i can take out in six
months’ time, tax free with the employer
match – so obviously everybody puts in as
much as they possibly can as they
approach 59, don’t they? no they don’t!
they know about it, but it just doesn’t
happen! so the fourth lesson is: incentives
matter but people respond only to very
powerful incentives: the idea of adjusting
things at the margin and people
responding as the simple theory predicts
is not what happens.
Risk sharing in pensions is central and
often overlooked

the future is an uncertain business, so any
pension system is going to face risks. the
right question to ask is how should those
risks be shared? as we know, diﬀerent
designs share risks diﬀerently. in a pure
deﬁned contribution (dc) scheme all the
risk falls on the individual worker. in a
pure deﬁned Beneﬁt (dB) ﬁnal salary
scheme the risk falls on the plan sponsor,
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usually the ﬁrm -- think BHs, think tata. in
a public pay-as-you-go scheme that is not
allowed to run a deﬁcit the risk falls on
workers; and with a public plan that
includes at least some tax ﬁnance, risk
falls on taxpayers and hence, via
government borrowing, can be shared
across generations. this question - how
should risk be shared? -- isn’t asked
enough.

one of the things that peter diamond and
i are trying to make clear is that, though
we don’t have a theoretical model, there
are powerful arguments for arguing that
exposure to risk should decline with age.
even if old people have the same utility
function as they had when they are
younger, they are less able to adjust as
they get older. Workers can adjust by
saving more, by working harder, by
working longer, or by retiring on a smaller
pension, or any mix of those. older
workers still have the same margins, but
less time to adjust; and pensioners have
fewer margins on which to adjust. these
considerations suggest that pension
systems should oﬀer risk protection that
rises with age. that doesn’t mean
pensioners should not be exposed to any
risk, but that pensioners should be
exposed to less risk than younger people.
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some pension systems obey this advice.
the province of new Brunswick in canada
has a system which says: here’s the career
average that we will try to pay, but if
things go badly here is how we are going
to adjust things; and the adjustment
includes some of the risk falling on
pensioners, but less on pensioners than
workers. that seems to make a lot of
sense.
risks can be shared in the design of an
individual element or shared across the
system. to take a simple example, if there
is a non-contributory pension of a million
pounds per year and a small
deﬁned-contribution pension, of course
the worker faces risk on the
deﬁned-contribution bit, but for the
system as a whole risk is not important
because of the large non-contributory
pension. alternatively, as in the usa, the
risk is shared by having a redistributive
element in their social security pension.

in new Zealand risks are shared by having
a generous non-contributory pension with
automatic enrolment into individual
savings. By adjusting the relative sizes of
those two elements it is possible to share
risk in diﬀerent ways.
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redistribution -- and multiple constraints -ﬁscal capacity, institutional capacity, and
empirical values of behavioural
parameters of things like labour supply.
the reason there is no single best system
is that the diﬀerent objectives will have
diﬀerent weights for diﬀerent policy
makers at diﬀerent times and in diﬀerent
places, and the pattern of constraints will
diﬀer across countries. so if the objectives
diﬀer and the constraints diﬀer, the
optimum will generally diﬀer.

No single best pension system for all
countries

peter diamond and i intended to write a
quick short book; we failed on both
counts. it took us four years and it was a
very long book! its bottom line was there
are sound principles of pension design but
no single best pension system for all
countries. the reason is straight forward.
there are multiple objectives -consumption smoothing, insurance,
poverty relief and perhaps also
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that is why what is optimal will diﬀer
across countries and over time, and that is
why pension systems vary widely across
sensible, well run, democratic countries
-- and that is as it should be. there is a
problem for pension portability for
internationally mobile labour but the idea
that there is a single optimal pension
system that is imposed on all countries is
the wrong model.
so those are some -- i think quite potent
-- lessons from economic theory.

Lessons from international
experience

i want now to come to what we can learn
from international experience. Having just

said that there is no single best system,
what i am going to talk about is not
something that is deﬁnitively right, but
discuss four directions that are interesting
and useful: non-contributory pensions;
later and more ﬂexible retirement; how to
design simple savings and annuities; and
the idea of a notional deﬁned-contribution
pension system of the sort in sweden.
Non-contributory pensions

non-contributory pensions, also known as
social pensions, are awarded on the basis
of age and residence, but without a
contributions test. the netherlands has a
system like that. if you have lived in
Holland all your life, when you reach
pension age, you get a non-contributory
pension. Where does the idea come from?
the starting point is that the world has
changed. social policy in europe and
north america in 1950 was based on a
series of assumptions: independent nation
states; employment was generally full
time and long term; there was limited
international mobility; men and women
got married and stayed married and the
man earned the money and the woman
looked after the children; and skills once
acquired were lifelong.
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those assumptions were not strictly true
even then, but were true enough to be a
realistic basis for policy. But you have only
to articulate them to see how totally they
fail to apply in today’s world.
i will talk about only two assumptions
– employment and the structure of the
family. it used to be true that people had
long term, full time employment. today,
patterns of work are much more diverse:
full-time, part-time, full-time,
self-employed, out of the labour force,
getting training, etc. so there are
problems for the coverage of beneﬁts
where contributions are tied to
employment. in the united kingdom in
2004, when it still needed over 40 years of
contributions to get a full national
insurance pension, only 85% of men had
enough contributions for a full basic
pension and only 35% of women. that is
not because we are incapable of collecting
contributions or maintaining records. it’s
not an administrative problem. it’s not a
policy design problem. it’s a problem of
the ﬁt between the labour market and
pensions.
turning to the changing nature of the
family, family structures are more ﬂuid:
people get married but they may get
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unmarried, or they may not get married at
all. separately there is rising labour
market activity by women, not just paid
work but full careers. so the idea of
basing a woman’s pension on her
husband’s contribution, not only sounds
bizarre in today’s world but doesn’t work.
arguably it did work in 1950 but it doesn’t
work today.

What that says is that if you want a
pension system to deliver poverty relief,
the contributory system is a bad way of
doing so, because with today’s labour
markets and family structures, you can’t
rely on people having complete
contribution records.

thus the case for social pensions is that
they strengthen poverty relief in terms of
coverage, adequacy and gender balance,
since women generally have poorer
contributions records because on average
earn less than men and work for fewer
years. thus a non-contributory element
beneﬁts women more than men.
non-contributory pensions have
considerable advantages: they are a good
way of sharing risk; they can ﬁt diﬀerent
budgetary situations, they are more
robust in the face of shocks than beneﬁts
based on ﬁnancial markets, and they make
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fewer demands on institutional capacity
than contributory systems. for a
non-contributory pension it is necessary
only to establish a person’s age; there is
no need for a contributions record or
earnings records. countries that have
non-contributory beneﬁts include
australia, canada, chile, the netherlands
and new Zealand, and an increasing
number of developing countries.
Later but more ﬂexible retirement

the argument for later retirement is
obvious: longer healthy life, combined
with a constant or declining retirement
age means that pension spending per
person will get larger and larger, and
eventually ﬁnance will blow a gasket. as i
have said, the problem is not that people
are living too long, but that they are
retiring too soon. thus the solution is that
pensionable age should rise in a rational
way as life expectancy increases. of
course there are complications. if the only
demographic change is that people are
living longer, raising retirement age is a
fairly complete solution. if in addition
there is declining fertility, the problem
cannot easily be solved just by raising
pension age; it is necessary also to

increase savings. But, however you look
at it, with people living longer, healthy
lives, they should work longer.

the ‘lump of labour’ fallacy is another
example of pub economics: politicians
always and everywhere know if you raise
the retirement age, you cause youth
unemployment. it’s obvious… and it’s
wrong. if it were true, countries with
higher retirement ages would have more
youth unemployment; what you observe
tends to be the reverse: it is countries
with low retirement ages that have more
youth unemployment. youth
unemployment is a labour market
problem, not a pension problem. With
well-functioning labour markets, if
retirement age goes up over time, other
things equal the number of workers goes
up, therefore wages rise more slowly than
would otherwise be the case and more
jobs are created. so countries with
well-functioning labour markets can
accommodate rising retirement age. the
problem of youth unemployment is a truly
horrible problem but not raising
retirement age is not a solution.

later retirement is a pretty obvious policy
direction. What is often overlooked is that
we need not only later retirement but also
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more ﬂexible retirement, in other words,
people should be given choice over how
they move from full-time work to full
retirement. When pensions were
invented in the late 19th century, their
economic purpose was to get doddering,
unproductive workers oﬀ the factory ﬂoor
and the farm yard where they were
lowering the productivity of younger
workers. it’s like me coming into your
oﬃce and saying, ‘can you help me turn
on my computer’, or ﬁddling with your
keyboard and losing the document that
you haven’t yet saved. if the objective of
pensions is to clear out dead wood, it
makes sense to say that retirement should
be mandatory and complete. you turn 65
( which in the late 19th century was really
old), and on your 65th birthday you must
retire and must retire completely.
But two things have happened since then.
people are living longer, healthier lives
which means they should retire later, but
we are also richer as societies, which
means that we can aﬀord to give people a
period of leisure at the end of their
working life. But that means that the
purpose of pensions has changed: it is not
only about getting rid of dead wood, but a
social invention for dividing adult life
between working years and leisure years;
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and that means that it is a good idea to
give people choice about how they move
from full-time work to full retirement,
partly as a response to demographic
change, but also as a response to
individual preferences. thus it would be
desirable to have more ﬂexible retirement
even if there were no problem of paying
for pensions.
Simple savings and annuities

as discussed earlier, choice and
competition is the wrong model for
pensions because (a) choice is
administratively expensive and (b)
consumers don’t do a good job of
choosing because of imperfect
information, bounded rationality and
bounded willpower. What does that tell
us about pension design? first, people
should not have much choice about
saving: either have a savings mandate, or
if that is politically not possible, auto
enrolment. a second lesson is to keep
choices simple: highly constrained choice
is a deliberate and welfare-enhancing
design feature. third, even if you give
people simple choices, people won’t
necessarily make a choice, so it is
necessary to have good default option. in
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a system where people must buy an
annuity, the default should have life cycle
proﬁling (i.e. should automatically move a
person’s pension savings from equities
into bonds as she/she approaches pension
age). if people have the option to draw
down their pension saving over time,
rather than buy an annuity, you might
want to do things diﬀerently.
a fourth lesson is to keep administrative
costs low in two ways: ﬁrst, through less
choice, and secondly by decoupling two
aspects of administration. one is record
keeping, the back-oﬃce stuﬀ, the other is
deciding which ﬁnancial assets should go
into the portfolio. the back-oﬃce tasks
should be centralised to exploit
economies of scale. fund management
– the investment decisions – can be
arranged either on a wholesale
competitive basis (as in the us thrift
savings plan, discussed shortly), or by
government through a sovereign wealth
fund (the closest example being norway).

a practical example of this approach is the
thrift savings plan, the us savings plan for
federal civil servants. the plan was initially
voluntary but now has auto enrolment,
with 5 funds from which workers can
choose. the plan has centralised account

administration and wholesale fund
management. the way fund management
works is that private investment ﬁrms bid
for the right to manage tranches of civil
servants’ savings; so supposing the thrift
savings plan managers invite bids to
manage $50million tranches, any private
ﬁrm that bids has to run an identical
portfolio for their private clients to
insulate from political interference.
a further point is that the people who
choose who manages the portfolio are not
individual members, who don’t usually
have the capacity to make that choice, but
the people who manage the thrift savings
plan – and in-house they have people with
the necessary information and skills to
choose good fund managers.
the system being introduced in the uk,
the national employment savings trust
(nest pensions) is similarly based on
arguments about information problems
and behavioural issues, including
automatic enrolment into nest or a
similar occupational plan. When fully
phased in, nest pensions has a minimum
contribution of 8% divided between
worker, employer and taxpayer, choice is
from a small number of funds, account
administration is centralised, and fund
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management organised on a wholesale
basis.

the us thrift savings plan has
unbelievably low administrative costs:
they claim costs of 6 cents per $1000,
which i don’t believe. i think some of the
costs must appear somewhere else in the
federal budget. i’m not saying that they
are telling porkies, just that since it’s a
government scheme there are economics
of scale that i don’t think are fully
captured in the quoted administrative
costs. for nest pensions the target is to
emulate costs of the private system in
sweden, which caps charges at 0.3%.
i expect that there are people here who
know vastly more about how nest
pensions are actually operating and
whether that low costs is being achieved,
but that is the thinking behind the plan.
Both the thrift savings plan and nest
pensions respect the lessons from the
economics of information and behavioural
economics, and both keep administrative
costs low.
Notional deﬁned contribution pensions

But -- there is always a but -- any
fully-funded pension can share risk only
among current participants, whereas a
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partially funded plan can share risks more
widely. so the fourth lesson from
international experience that i want to
discuss is the idea of notional deﬁned
contribution (ndc) pensions. Because
they are pay-as-you-go or partially funded
they have the potential to share risk more
widely than a fully-funded scheme. let
me explain how they work, though i am
sure you know about them.

the idea is that ndc pensions mimic
individual funded accounts but on a
pay-as-you- go or partially funded basis.
thus your contributions this year as
younger workers pay for my pension, i.e.
pay-as-you-go. the government keeps a
record of your contribution and at the end
of this year it adds this year’s contribution
to your accumulation at the end of last
year and attributes to the total
accumulation an interest rate. that
interest rate is not the market rate but a
notional interest rate related to the
performance of the economy. it could be
the overall rate of growth, or more
typically either the rate of wage growth or
the rate of growth of the wage bill. at the
time a person retires, the government
computer has a number which represents
his/her cumulative contributions plus
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interest. that total is converted into
annuity whose value depends on (1) the
size of the person’s notional accumulation
and (2) the remaining life expectancy of
his/her birth cohort. from the point of
view of the individual worker the
arrangement is simple: it is centrally
administered so it has low administrative
costs; it avoids much of the risk of
fully-funded individual accounts, because
it is partially funded so it can share risk
more widely than a fully funded plan; and
it doesn’t require the institutional capacity
to manage a funded plan – an aspect
which is not relevant in european
countries but is in some developing
countries.
a further advantage is that increased
savings isn’t always the right policy. it is in
most countries, but when peter diamond
and i were asked to advise the
government of china in 2004, the savings
rate in china was 52% of gdp – china
needed more savings like it needed a hole
in the head! so we argued that
fully-funded individual accounts was the
wrong approach for china, at least at that
time. the system in china of a pooled
element plus individual accounts was a
perfectly good strategy, but we argued
that the individual accounts did not have

to be fully funded, but could be notional.
so our recommendation was to keep to a
system with a pooled element together
with individual accounts, but to organise
the individual accounts as notional
accounts rather than fully funded.

countries with ndc systems include
sweden, poland and latvia. so this is a
system that can work. When the ﬁnancial
crisis struck, workers and pensioners in
sweden took a hit, but a much smaller hit
than in fully-funded accounts.

UK pensions: what’s wrong,
what’s right, what’s missing?
so let me come onto the UK.
What is wrong?

first of all we reform far too often: we
have a pension reform every three weeks
(i exaggerate, but not as much as you
might think)! pensions are a long run
instrument, this is ridiculous! the social
security pension in the united states is
recognisably the same as that introduced
in the 1935 social security act. sweden,
similarly, reformed after much thought
and discussion in the late 1990s and the
system has been maintained since then.
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a second problem with our system is
complexity: my suspicion is that very few
of you could give a good description of the
British pension system, and if you can, to
be honest, you are a sad human being.
those of you who have seen recent
editions of my book the economics of the
Welfare state will see there is no a
description of the British system in it: that
is not an accident- life is too short! the
system is absurdly complex.
the third problem is pension freedom.
politicians say ‘people should be allowed
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to do what they like with their own
money’. now it should be clear from what
i have said earlier that my problem with
that is that it is ﬁrst-best economics: it
assumes rational behaviour and hence
ignores lessons from information and
behavioural economics. as i have said we
don’t use the same argument for
pharmaceutical drugs -- the extent of
choice should be optimised, not
maximised.
What has happened? in March 2014
george osborne abolished the
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requirement to annuitise on the grounds,
he said, that annuities were bad value.
that was the right diagnosis but the wrong
prescription. We know why annuities are
bad value, and there are things we can do
to improve matters. We can complete the
private market, for example if the
government were to issue longevity
bonds, about which i suspect a lot of you
know a lot more than i do; or there is the
swedish approach, with a single monopoly
seller of annuities, the government; the
government can pool risk and can take a

long run view of interest rates etc. the
predicted problem of abolishing the
requirement to annuitise is that there is a
potential for mis-selling of non-annuity
products and for high charges.
the second reform, in september 2014,
was to give people freedom over how they
draw down their pension. once you turn
55, you can spend your pension pot as you
like. problem 1: some people will draw
down too fast; steve Webb referred to this
as buying a lamborghini. that problem is
obvious.
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less obvious, but possibly even more
important, is the opposite – that people
will draw down too slowly. i know that this
is the big worry of Martin lewis, the
founder of the consumer information and
campaigning site Moneysavingexpert.com.
Why might people draw down too slowly?
1) they can’t do the sums they need to
spread their money out well; 2) they
worry about living too long; and 3) (it
occurred to me thinking about this on the
way here), i can remember my Mother
saying to my brother and me, ‘i am sorry
that i am spending your inheritance’ (we
both said a rude word to her and said
‘that’s absolute baloney, it’s your money,
enjoy it’). But there will be pressure on
Mum not to redecorate the house and
certainly not to get a new car because her
pension pot will become yours if she
doesn’t spend too much. i think that is a
truly horrible situation. the point in
economic theory is that if someone is risk
averse, insurance (i.e. an annuity)
dominates self-insurance (i.e. drawing
down pension saving). if people don’t
insure and aren’t required to insure and
there is no instrument to insure, that
reduces their welfare.
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the third reform, in March 2015) is the
freedom to convert an annuity back into
lump sum. again the problems are of
drawing down too fast, or too slowly, or
potential mis-selling of non-annuity
products, high charges etc.
Why do these things when they ﬂy so
much in the face of economic theory? i
have two explanations; there may be
more.

one is ideology: people should be allowed
to do what they like with their own
money. it sounds good and by and large i
agree with it. We all agree in principle: it’s
great for smartphones and cars and
computers and things like that. it is much
less clear that a simple argument like that
is good for pensions, indeed i think it is
wrong.
the second possible explanation is very
cynical. if you give people freedom to
draw down and a signiﬁcant number draw
down more quickly than they otherwise
would they will pay more tax more quickly
than they otherwise would, creating a tax
windfall for the treasury. i hope that is not
the case – that ain’t the way to run a
pension system.
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What is right?

the report of the pensions commission,
the turner report, published in 2005 is a
rare shining example of a stunningly good
government report, beautifully argued,
beautifully written. it has led indirectly to
the single tier state pension and directly to
nest pensions. the single-tier state
pension, which has aspects of a
non-contributory pension, is very much a
move in the right direction and the design
of nest pensions, similar to the us thrift
savings plan, is important because it gives
workers a simple, reliable, cheaply
administered way of saving.
What is missing?

What is missing above all, is long-term
cross party agreement. sweden reformed
in 1998, with the reforms agreed by all the
political parties. i am told that if you want
to murder someone, all fourteen of you
should stick a dagger in the body; that way
no-one knows who has killed the person.
this is the principle in sweden: all the
political parties signed up for the reform,
so they are all in it together. they have
managed to maintain cross-party political

support, which made me feel very wistful
when i look at the way pensions politics
works in this country.

the second thing that is needed is indexing earliest pension age to life expectancy
in some sensible way. they have done that
in denmark. it is good that we are starting
to raise state pension age, but it is done
on a fairly ad hoc basis. it would be better
to have some sort of rule.
there should also be improved options for
ﬂexible retirement. in sweden, when a
worker reaches minimum pension age,
she can choose whether to take 100% of
her pension, 0% of her pension or 25, 50
or 75% of her pension. if she takes half
the pension and carries on working, she
carries on paying pension contributions on
her earnings, and the half of her pension
that she hasn’t drawn down grows
actuarially so that when she retires fully
there is a second part of pension which is
larger than the initial part.
it is also desirable to have better options
between part time work and full
retirement.
fourth, it is desirable to have better
designs for risk sharing, including age
related exposure to risk. one approach is
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what is sometimes call a deﬁned ambition
plan. an example i mentioned earlier is
the plan in new Brunswick with career
average beneﬁts as the aspiration, but
with explicit rules that apply if the fund
runs a deﬁcit, specifying where the costs
of that deﬁcit should fall in terms of higher
contributions by workers and/or lower
accrual rates for workers and/or or less
generous indexation of pensions, or in the
extreme even some fall in the nominal
pension.

fifth, completing the annuities market:
index-linked gilts already exist, but
consider also longevity bonds. at a very
minimum, if nothing else is done,
introduce sensible rules for draw down,
including a tax penalty if people withdraw

less than a minimum or more than a
maximum amount in any one year. there
are plenty of good examples in other
countries of minima and maxima, and you
can allow some ﬂexibility around those for
good reason.

finally, long term care: i have not had time
to discuss the topic this evening, but have
argued elsewhere that it is a suitable case
for social insurance.

so my bottom line: there are good ways of
designing pensions but basing policy on
choice and competition between multiple
providers is not the way to do it. there is
much to talk about. i’ll be happy to take
questions. thank you very much.
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